Ultrafast optical pulse convertor caused by oscillations of the energy level structure in the conjugated polymer poly(p-phenylenevinylene).
For a conjugated polymer irradiated by two optical pulses, the whole process of excitation, involving lattice oscillations, oscillations of the energy level structure, and evolution of the electron cloud, is investigated. Localization of the electron cloud appears in the first 100 fs of irradiation, which in turn induces vibrations of lattice of the polymer chain as well as oscillations of the band gap. These oscillations filter the absorption of the external optical field inversely and convert the original optical field to an ultrafast light field whose intensity varies with a certain period. Based on the mechanism, oscillations of the energy level structure, induced by the external excitation, can be designed as an ultrafast response optical convertor that is able to change the external optical pulse into a new effective light field with a certain oscillation period. This helps provide new insight into designing nanostructures for polymeric optoelectronics.